We present the threshold N 3 LO perturbative QCD corrections to the rapidity distributions of dileptons in the Drell-Yan process and Higgs boson in gluon fusion. Sudakov resummation of QCD amplitudes, renormalization group invariance, and the mass factorization theorem provide useful guidelines to obtain them in an elegant manner. We use various state of the art three loop results that have been recently available to obtain these distributions. For the Higgs boson, we demonstrate numerically the importance of these corrections at the LHC. [3] constrain various parton densities and, in addition, possible excess events can provide hints to BSM physics, namely R-parity violating supersymmetric models, models with Z ′ or with contact interactions and large extra-dimension models. One of the production mechanisms responsible for discovering the Higgs boson of the SM at the LHC [4] is the gluon-gluon fusion through top quark loop. Being a dominant one, it will continue to play a major role in studying the properties of the Higgs boson and its coupling to other SM particles. Distributions of transverse momentum and rapidity of the Higgs boson are going to be very useful tools to achieve this task. Like the inclusive rates [5, 6] , the rapidity distribution of dileptons in DY production and of the Higgs boson in gluon-gluon fusion are also known to next to next to leading order (NNLO) level in perturbative QCD due to seminal works by Anastasiou et al. [7] . The quark and gluon form factors [8] [9] [10] , the mass factorization kernels [11] , and the renormalization constant [12] for the effective operator describing the coupling of the Higgs boson with the SM fields in the infinite top quark mass limit up to three loop level in dimensional regularization with space-time dimensions n = 4 + ǫ were found to be useful to obtain the next to next to next to leading order (N 3 LO) threshold effects [13] to the inclusive Higgs boson and DY productions at the LHC, excluding δ(1 − z) terms, where the scaling parameter is z = m 2 l + l − /ŝ for the DY process and z = m 2 H /ŝ for the Higgs boson. Here, m l + l − , m H andŝ are the invariant mass of the dileptons, the mass of the Higgs boson, and center of mass energy of the partonic reaction responsible for the production mechanism, respectively. Recently, Anastasiou et al. [14] made an important contribution in computing the total rate for the Higgs boson production at N 3 LO resulting from the threshold region including the δ(1 − z) term. Their result, along with three loop quark form factors and mass factorization kernels, was used to compute the DY cross section at N 3 LO at threshold in [15] . In this Letter, we will apply the formalism developed in [16] to obtain rapidity distributions of the dilepton pair and of the Higgs boson at N 3 LO in the threshold region using the available information that led to the computation of the N 3 LO threshold corrections to the inclusive Higgs boson and DY productions.
Drell-Yan (DY) production [1] of a pair of leptons at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is one of the cleanest processes that can be studied not only to test the standard model (SM) to an unprecedented accuracy but also to probe physics beyond the SM (BSM) scenarios in a very clear environment. Rapidity distributions of Z boson [2] and charge asymmetries of leptons in W boson decays [3] constrain various parton densities and, in addition, possible excess events can provide hints to BSM physics, namely R-parity violating supersymmetric models, models with Z ′ or with contact interactions and large extra-dimension models. One of the production mechanisms responsible for discovering the Higgs boson of the SM at the LHC [4] is the gluon-gluon fusion through top quark loop. Being a dominant one, it will continue to play a major role in studying the properties of the Higgs boson and its coupling to other SM particles. Distributions of transverse momentum and rapidity of the Higgs boson are going to be very useful tools to achieve this task. Like the inclusive rates [5, 6] , the rapidity distribution of dileptons in DY production and of the Higgs boson in gluon-gluon fusion are also known to next to next to leading order (NNLO) level in perturbative QCD due to seminal works by Anastasiou et al. [7] . The quark and gluon form factors [8] [9] [10] , the mass factorization kernels [11] , and the renormalization constant [12] for the effective operator describing the coupling of the Higgs boson with the SM fields in the infinite top quark mass limit up to three loop level in dimensional regularization with space-time dimensions n = 4 + ǫ were found to be useful to obtain the next to next to next to leading order (N 3 LO) threshold effects [13] to the inclusive Higgs boson and DY productions at the LHC, excluding δ(1 − z) terms, where the scaling parameter is z = m 2 l + l − /ŝ for the DY process and z = m 2 H /ŝ for the Higgs boson. Here, m l + l − , m H andŝ are the invariant mass of the dileptons, the mass of the Higgs boson, and center of mass energy of the partonic reaction responsible for the production mechanism, respectively. Recently, Anastasiou et al. [14] made an important contribution in computing the total rate for the Higgs boson production at N 3 LO resulting from the threshold region including the δ(1 − z) term. Their result, along with three loop quark form factors and mass factorization kernels, was used to compute the DY cross section at N 3 LO at threshold in [15] . In this Letter, we will apply the formalism developed in [16] to obtain rapidity distributions of the dilepton pair and of the Higgs boson at N 3 LO in the threshold region using the available information that led to the computation of the N 3 LO threshold corrections to the inclusive Higgs boson and DY productions.
The rapidity distribution can be written as 
with
where x i (i = 1, 2) are the momentum fractions of the partons in the incoming hadrons. The threshold contribution to the rapidity distribution denoted by ∆
where Ψ I d are finite distributions computed in 4+ǫ spacetime dimensions with z 1 = 1 − z 1 and z 2 = 1 − z 2 :
The definition of double Mellin convolution C can be found in [16] . We drop all the regular functions that result from various convolutions. The bare form factors are denoted byF I with Q 2 = −q 2 . The overall operator renormalization constant for the DY process, Z q = 1 and for the Higgs boson, Z g is known up to the three loop level [12] in QCD. Φ 
are finite in the limit ǫ → 0 implies that the pole structure of the soft distribution functions should be similar to that ofF I and Γ II . We find that they must satisfy Sudakov type differential equations which the form factorsF I also satisfy:
where the constants
are proportional to the singular terms in ǫ and the
are finite functions of ǫ. It is straightforward to solve the above differential equations yielding
The constants K
in powers of the bare coupling constantâ s , i.e.,
and solving the RG equation for
(ǫ) are related to the finite boundary functions
and demanding the finiteness of ∆ SV d,I given in Eq. (4), we find that the structure of G I d,i (ǫ) is similar to that of the corresponding G I (ǫ) in the form factors [17] , that is
where [8] and β i are the coefficients of the QCD β function of a s (µ 
where the σ I are now known for both DY and the Higgs boson production up to the N 3 LO level in the threshold limit [14, 15, 18] . In the threshold limit, N → ∞, we find the following relation exact to all orders in ǫ,
whereφ I,(i) (ǫ) can be found in [16] . Substituting Z I ,F I , and Φ 
The symbol j k implies j, k ≥ 0 and j + k ≤ (2i − 2). Terms proportional to D and/or D in Eq.(12) were obtained in [16] and the first term is possible to calculate as the results for the threshold N 3 LO QCD corrections are now available for DY [15] and the Higgs boson [14] productions.
Setting µ 
With C A = N , C F = (N 2 − 1)/2N , n f = no. of flavors and n f,v given in [9] , the δδ parts of Eq. (12) for I = q, g are for rapidity Y = 0 in Table I [19] , as N 3 LO evolution kernels are not yet available. In [20] , Forte et al. pointed out that the Higgs boson cross sections will remain unaffected with this shortcoming. However, for the DY process, it is not clear whether the same will be true. We find that the contribution from the δ(z 1 )δ(z 2 ) part is the largest. The dependence on the renormalization and factorization scales can by studied by varying them in the range mH 2 < µ R , µ F < 2m H . We find that the inclusion of the threshold correction at N 3 LO further reduces their dependence. For the inclusive Higgs boson production, we find that about 50% of exact NNLO contribution comes from threshold NLO and NNLO terms. It increases to 80% if we use exact NLO and threshold NNLO terms. Hence, it is expected that the rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson will receive a significant contribution from the threshold region compared to inclusive rate due to the soft emission over the entire range of Y . Our numerical study with threshold enhanced NNLO rapidity distribution confirms our expectation. Comparing our threshold NNLO results against exact NNLO distribution using the FEHiP [21] code , we find that about 90% of exact NNLO distribution comes from the threshold region as can be seen from Table II , in accordance with [22] , where it was shown that for low τ (m 2 H /s ≈ 10 −5 ) values the threshold terms are dominant, thanks to the inherent property of the matrix element, which receives the largest radiative corrections from the phase-space points corresponding to Born kinematics. Here we have used the exact results up to the NLO level. Because of an inherent ambiguity in the definition of the partonic cross section at threshold one can multiply a factor zg(z), where z = τ /x 1 x 2 and lim z→1 g(z) = 1, with the partonic flux and divide the same in the partonic cross section for an inclusive rate.
In [23, 24] this was exploited to take into account the subleading collinear logs also, thereby making the threshold approximation a better one. Recently, Anastasiou et al. used this in [14] to modify the partonic flux keeping the partonic cross section unaltered to improve the threshold effects. Following [14, 25] , we introduce G(z 1 , z 2 ) such that lim z1,z2→1 G = 1 in (2):
We also find that with the choice G(z 1 , z 2 ) = z Table II . The threshold N 3 LO terms give 6%(Y = 0) to 12%(Y = 3.6) additional correction over the NNLO contribution to the inclusive Higgs production. Finally, in Table II , we have presented K3 = N 3 LO SV /LO as a function of Y in order to demonstrate the sensitivity of higher order effects to the rapidity Y .
To summarize, we present full threshold enhanced N 3 LO QCD corrections to rapidity distributions of the dilepton pair in the DY process and of the Higgs boson in gluon-gluon fusion at the LHC. We show that the infrared structure of QCD amplitudes, in particular, their factorization properties, along with Sudakov resummation of soft gluons and renormalization group invariance provide an elegant framework to compute these threshold corrections systematically for rapidity distributions order by order in QCD perturbation theory. The recent N 3 LO results for inclusive DY and Higgs boson production cross sections at the threshold provide crucial ingredients to obtain δ(z 1 )δ(z 2 ) contribution of their rapidity distributions for the first time. We find that this contribution numerically dominates over the rest of the terms in ∆ 
